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Banshee Rune

>> More Pictures of the Rune
For those that dare to see what's on the other side of the mountain.
The Rune was made for the weekend adventurer to explore the back country.
Escape the madness of the cities and return to nature. Restore your inner peace and go to the places where most
people will never see.
This sturdy frame with the amazing pedalling qualities of the Virtual Four Bar (VF4B) suspension system will keep you
pedalling all day and get you easily down the steepest mountains when it's time to come home.
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Features
- 6 inch travel
- custom hydroforming
- internally ribbed seatstays and chainstays
- optimized rising rate for large volume air shocks
- light weight
- ISCG 2005
- low pedal kickback
- diminishing leverage ratio
- optimal wheelpath
- 135 OLD x 10 axle
- 1.5 headtube for up to 7" fork
- VF4B suspension
Options
- Small 15" (Rider: 5&rsquo;2&rdquo;-5&rsquo;6&rdquo;)
- Medium 17" (Rider: 5&rsquo;6&rdquo;-5&rsquo;10&rdquo;)
- Large 19" (Rider: 5&rsquo;10&rdquo;-6&rsquo;2&rdquo;)
- Extra Large 21 " (Rider: >6&rsquo;2&rdquo;)
- Colours: Team Black/polish, Black Ano, White powder, Gold Ano

The Rune is represented by the Vegvisir, a runic charm in the shape of a compass. The charm, found on the Banshee
Rune, is said to benefit its user by aiding them from getting lost.
Runes were used throughout northern Europe as a written language and were often scribbed into stones, weapons,
and other artifacts. There are those that believe, even today, that the runes hold magical or supernatural powers, and are
still being used by some contemporary psychics, fortune-tellers and modern-day witches, among others.
Runes harken back to a time when much of the world was still undiscovered, and one never really knew what was
around the corner. To survive explorers and those seeking treasure had to rely on their wits, their mettle, and sometimes
a little runic magic. Suitable For: Extreme XC | Enduro | All Mountain
{vimeo}8642113{/vimeo}
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